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ABSTRACT

We present VIsible Multi-Object Spectrograph (VIMOS) observations of a z ∼ 6 galaxy quintuply imaged by the Frontier Fields galaxy cluster
RXC J2248.7-4431 (z = 0.348). This sub-L∗ , high-z galaxy has been recently discovered by Monna et al. (2013) using dropout techniques with
the 16-band HST photometry acquired as part of the Cluster Lensing And Supernova survey with Hubble (CLASH). Obtained as part of the
CLASH-VLT survey, the VIMOS medium-resolution spectra of this source show a very faint continuum between ∼8700 Å and ∼9300 Å and a
prominent emission line at 8643 Å, which can be readily identified with Lyman-α at z = 6.110 ± 0.002. The emission line exhibits an asymmetric
profile, with a more pronounced red wing. The rest-frame equivalent width of the line is EW = 79 ± 10 Å, relatively well constrained thanks to the
detection of the UV continuum, which is rarely achieved for a sub-L∗ galaxy at this redshift. After correcting for magnification, the star formation
rate (SFR) estimated from the Lyα line is SFR(Lyα) = 11 M yr−1 and that estimated from the UV data is SFR(UV) = 3 M yr−1 . We estimate
that the eﬀective radius of the source is Re  0.4 kpc, which implies a star formation surface mass density ΣSFR > 6 M yr−1 kpc−2 and, using the
Kennicutt-Schmidt relation, a gas surface mass density Σgas > 103 M pc−2 . Our results support the idea that this magnified, distant galaxy is a
young and compact object with luminosity 0.4 L∗ at z = 6, when the Universe was just 1 Gyr old, with a similar amount of mass in gas and stars.
In the spirit of the Frontier Fields initiative, we also publish the redshifts of several multiply imaged sources and other background objects, which
will help improving the strong-lensing model of this galaxy cluster.
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1. Introduction
Understanding the process of reionization of the intergalactic
medium in the early Universe and the nature of the first galaxies responsible for that process are among the most important
goals of modern cosmology (e.g. Robertson et al. 2010, and references therein). In recent years, great progress has been made
in our ability to detect galaxies at z  6. To the greatest extent, this has been possible thanks to very deep observations
with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST). The selection of optical
dropouts in deep HST fields has led to the identification of samples that now reach hundreds of candidate Lyman-break galaxies
(LBG) at z ∼ 6−8 (e.g. Bouwens et al. 2006, 2011; Koekemoer
et al. 2011; Trenti et al. 2012; Oesch et al. 2012; Yan et al. 2012;
Bradley et al. 2012, 2013; Ellis et al. 2013).
Acting as cosmic telescopes, massive lensing galaxy clusters allow the identification of faint, otherwise undetected, high-z
galaxies. Despite the smaller volumes probed with gravitational lensing compared to those probed in deep fields, lensing
has been successful in pushing the detection of distant galaxies one step farther, as testified by the recent discoveries of

This work is based on data collected at ESO VLT (prog.ID 186.A0798) and at NASA HST.

several z ∼ 9−11 candidates behind massive clusters (Bouwens
et al. 2012; Zheng et al. 2012; Coe et al. 2013). All of these
high-z candidates have been identified by galaxy clusters observed as part of the Cluster Lensing And Supernova survey with
Hubble (CLASH; Postman et al. 2012) Multi-Cycle Treasury
program.
Ground-based spectroscopy of high-redshift sources in
“blank” fields can be very challenging given that they are often 27th magnitude or fainter. However, the flux magnifications
due to gravitational lensing helps to bring these distant sources
within reach of ground-based spectroscopy. Lensed observations
reach significantly lower luminosities (e.g. Schenker et al. 2012)
than spectroscopic observations in deep fields (e.g. Vanzella
et al. 2011).
The most prominent spectral feature in the UV rest-frame
wavelengths probed by optical/near-infrared spectroscopy at z 
6 is the Lyman-α (Lyα) emission line. The Lyα emission line is
a resonant transition and suﬀers from radiative transfer eﬀects,
a property that further complicates the modeling of the escape
fraction of Lyα photons from their host galaxies (Verhamme
et al. 2006; Dijkstra & Jeeson-Daniel 2013). The line itself is
also an important diagnostic of the physical processes at work
(Giavalisco et al. 1996; Vanzella et al. 2009), since its strength
and velocity profile depend on the instantaneous star formation
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Fig. 2. Spatial profiles along the direction of the slit for the spectra of
ID3, derived by collapsing counts in the dispersion direction between
9050 Å and 9280 Å for each pointing separately. P1 is plotted in blue,
P3 in red, and P2 and P4 in black. The continuum is clearly detected in
P1 (∼5σ) and P3 (∼3σ). Spectra are generally at slightly diﬀerent pixel
positions in diﬀerent pointings.
Fig. 1. HST color-composite image. The red circles (ID1-5) show the
positions of the quintuply lensed dropout candidate at z = 6, labeled
as in M13. The three VIMOS slits (yellow boxes) were placed on ID2,
ID3, and ID4 in four repeated 1h-pointings. ID1 was not targeted because it is too close to a bright cluster-member galaxy.

rate, gas and dust content, metallicity, kinematics, and geometry
of the interstellar medium (e.g., clumpy, anisotropic).
The cluster RXC J2248.7-4431 (z = 0.348) was observed
as part of the CLASH-VLT large spectroscopic program, which
targets 14 CLASH clusters in the southern sky. Five multiple
images of a young galaxy, identified as i-dropouts, have been
recently discovered from the CLASH HST imaging of this cluster (see Monna et al. 2013, hereafter M13). Two of the brightest images (ID2 and ID3) also have Spitzer detections, which
additionally support the high-z nature of the source (see M13).
The delensed UV luminosity of the magnified source, inferred
from the strong-lensing analysis is L1600 ∼ 0.4 L∗1600 at z = 6.
The UV slope is steep (β = −2.89 ± 0.25) and the inferred age
(<300 Myr), mass (∼108 M ), and metallicity (Z < 0.2 Z ) are
all consistent with that of a young galaxy (M13).
In this Letter, we report on our VIMOS/VLT observations, which provide spectroscopic confirmation at z = 6.110
for three of the high-redshift, quintuply imaged i-dropouts in
RXC J2248.7-4431, and we infer some of the physical properties of this young galaxy. In addition, we provide a list of
redshift measurements for several other strong-lensing features
and magnified background sources targeted in this cluster by our
CLASH-VLT survey so far. Errors are quoted to the 1σ confidence level, unless otherwise stated. We assume a cosmology
with Ωtot , ΩM , ΩΛ = 1.0, 0.3, 0.7 and H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1 .

2. VIMOS observations and data reduction
The cluster RXC J2248.7-4431 was observed in June−July 2013.
The VIMOS data were acquired using four separate pointings
with one quadrant centered on the cluster core. Three of the
five multiple images of the i-dropout candidate were targeted in
four medium-resolution (MR) 1h-pointings, providing us a total of 4 h of integration time on each of the three images. The
three multiple images targeted are displayed in Fig. 1. The identification numbers of the three targets are those used in M13.
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The masks were designed with 1 -slits and the VIMOS spatial
resolution is 0.205/pixel. The MR grism and the GG475 filter
were used. In this configuration the useable wavelength range
is 4800−10 000 Å, the resolution is R = 580 (or ∼13 Å), and the
dispersion is 2.55 Å/pixel.
Data reduction was performed using the Vimos Interactive
Pipeline Graphical Interface (VIPGI; Scodeggio et al. 2005),
which uses standard automated procedures to compute bias subtraction, flat-fielding, sky subtraction, and wavelength calibration. The standard star EG-274 was used for flux calibration.
The seeing varied from pointing to pointing. The best seeing
conditions (∼0.6−0.7 ) were reached during pointing P1 and P3
(July 11 and 10), while they were poorer (∼1.0−1.1 ) during
pointing P2 and P4 (July 6 and 9). As a consequence of the
varying seeing conditions the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of the
spectra varied significantly in the diﬀerent pointings.

3. Results
A strong emission line is detected at 8643 Å in each of the single
1h-spectra (P1-P4) for all of the three multiple images targeted
(ID2-ID4). If the emission line is identified to be Lyα, the redshift of the source is z = 6.110, which is consistent both with
the photo-z (zphot  5.9, see M13) and with the strong-lensing
model predictions (zlensing  6.0, see M13). For the brightest image (ID3), in the two pointings with better seeing (P1 and P3) a
faint continuum is also detected (at about 5σ) between ∼8700 Å
and ∼9300 Å (see Fig. 2). To increase the S/N, we tried to stack
the four 1h-spectra for each multiple image. However, the S/N
is maximized when only the two spectra with the highest S/N
(P1 and P3) are combined. The higher S/N in these two pointings is due to a combination of better seeing and better transparency at the time of the observations. Figure 3 shows the sum
of the 2D spectra for each of the three multiple images (ID2, ID3,
and ID4) and the highest S/N combined spectrum (2h-stacked
spectrum of ID3). Unfortunately, even in the stacked spectrum
the S/N of the continuum is not suﬃciently high to reliably
identify any other UV absorption feature. It is worth to recall
that star-forming galaxies (and their stacks) with a large Lyα
equivalent width (EW > 50 Å) show very weak or even lack
UV stellar and interstellar absoption lines (e.g., Vanzella et al.
2009; Balestra et al. 2010), therefore it could be intrinsically
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Fig. 3. VIMOS 1D spectrum of ID3 (2h-exposure, pointing P1+P3; black line) and of the sky rescaled to arbitrary units (green line). The lower
inset shows the sum of the 2D spectra (2 × 1 h exposure, P1+P3). The 4h-stacked 2D spectra of each multiple image (ID2, ID3, and ID4) are shown
in the insets on the top. A zoomed version of the 1D and 2D spectra around the Lyα is shown in the central inset. The vertical blue dotted line
marks the position of the peak of the line, which shows a clearly asymmetric profile. In the 2D spectrum, the green segments mark the position of
the peak of the flux and that of the 20% flux level.

diﬃcult to detect them even in higher S/N spectra. The lack of
the N V emission line suggests the absence of strong nuclear
activity (AGN), corroborated by the lack of X-ray detection.
However, since the 2σ upper limit on the 0.5−10 keV rest-frame
luminosity is only 5×1044 erg s−1 (obtained by stacking Chandra
counts at the position of the three brightest magnified images), a
low-luminosity AGN cannot be excluded with the current shallow X-ray.
To obtain a more precise measurement of the continuum flux
and, hence, a more reliable estimate of the EW of the Lyα, we
used only the highest S/N spectrum (ID3 2h-stacked spectrum).
The integrated flux of the line is 1.63 × 10−16 erg s−1 cm−2
and the continuum has a flux of 2.9 × 10−19 erg s−1 cm−2 Å−1
in the wavelength range ∼9000−9300 Å. This yields an equivalent width of EW = 79 ± 10Å for the Lyα, where the error is
estimated from the statistical error on the flux of the continuum.
The line profile is asymmetric with a more pronounced red
wing (see inset of Fig. 3). The asymmetry of the line is typically
observed at these redshifts and in this case is mainly due to the
intergalactic medium, which at z ∼ 6 can completely absorb half
of the line (e.g. Laursen et al. 2009). Other processes can shape
the line profile, but the spectral resolution of our observational
setup prevents us from separating possible secondary features
related to internal kinematics (e.g., outflows).
We derived the star formation rate (SFR), following
Kennicutt (1998), by converting the observed nebular (Lyα) and
stellar ultraviolet (UV 1600Å) fluxes, without correction for
dust attenuation. After correcting for the magnification factor
(μ = 6), the SFR is SFR(Lyα) = 11 M yr−1 and SFR(UV) =
3 M yr−1 , respectively. The intrinsic SFR(Lyα) can be even

higher (possibly double) since the IGM most probably attenuates ∼50% of the line flux. Interestingly, the SFR(Lyα) is higher,
or at the most similar to that derived from the UV continuum. As
discussed in Verhamme et al. (2008), this is indicative of very
low or negligible dust attenuation coupled with very young stellar populations and recent onset of star formation activity (consistent with recent results by M13). Given the stellar mass derived from SED fitting (∼2 × 108 M , see M13), the specific
star formation rate is sSFR(Lyα) = 55 Gyr−1 (or sSFR(UV) =
15 Gyr−1).
To estimate the size of the source we measured the eﬀective
radii of ID2, ID3, and ID4 from the HST images and the magnification factors obtained from the lensing model by M13. We
estimate that the eﬀective radius of the source is Re  0.4 kpc.
Given our estimate of the size and the value of SFR(UV), we can
compute the SFR surface mass density ΣSFR > 6 M yr−1 kpc−2
and we can use the Kennicutt-Schmidt relation to derive the gas
surface mass density Σgas > 103 M pc−2 . This indicates that the
stellar-over-gas mass ratio is close to unity, in line with theoretical expectations for small mass (109 M ) and low SFR objects
at these redshifts (see Calura et al. 2008).
3.1. Redshifts of arcs and other background objects

As part of our CLASH-VLT survey, we targeted several multiply imaged sources and candidate high-z objects. In Table 1, we
report the spectroscopic redshifts obtained so far for this cluster
also with the low-resolution blue grism. We confirm 10 of the
14 multiple image systems used by M13. These measurements
confirm the high accuracy of the photometric redshifts and additionally support the strong-lensing model (zlens  zspec ).
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Table 1. Redshifts of 10 multiple image systems and other background
objects measured in the core of RXC J2248.7-4431 to date.
RA
(1)
22:48:43.45
22:48:45.81
22:48:41.11
22:48:47.00
22:48:44.75
22:48:46.22
22:48:45.08
22:48:43.01
22:48:45.22
22:48:41.56
22:48:41.38
22:48:46.92
22:48:39.02
22:48:49.28
22:48:44.23

Dec
(2)

zspec
(3)

zphot
(4)

zlens
(5)

−44:32:04.6
−44:32:14.8
−44:31:11.4
−44:31:44.0
−44:31:16.3
−44:31:50.6
−44:31:38.4
−44:31:24.9
−44:32:24.0
−44:32:23.9
−44:32:28.4
−44:32:49.4
−44:32:34.6
−44:30:55.8
−44:31:31.0

6.110
6.110
6.110
1.229
1.229
1.260
1.398
1.398
1.429
3.110
1.270
1.353
3.242
3.542
0.730

+0.03
5.87−0.02
+0.03
6.01−0.06
+0.06
5.95−0.08
+0.03
1.26−0.06
+0.05
1.22−0.02
+0.06
1.23−0.06
+0.02
1.53−0.02
+0.02
1.11−0.02
+0.10
1.17−0.09
+0.05
3.03−0.05
+0.04
1.18−0.07
+0.02
1.18−0.03
+0.07
3.44−0.07
+0.19
3.55−0.07
+0.03
0.70−0.03

6.0 (ID2)
6.0 (ID3)
6.0 (ID4)
1.19 (1.1a)
1.19 (1.1c)
1.26 (3a)
1.40 (4b)
1.40 (4c)
1.46 (6a)
2.97 (11b)
−
−
−
−
−

Notes. (1, 2) J2000 coordinates; (3) spectroscopic redshift; (4, 5) photometric and lensing-model predicted redshift (and IDs) from M13.

4. Discussion
We presented VIMOS/VLT observations providing a spectroscopic confirmation at z = 6.110 for a galaxy quintuply imaged
by the Frontier Fields cluster RXC J2248.7-4431.
The VIMOS spectra clearly show a strong Lyα and a relatively faint, but significantly detected (5σ), continuum. This is a
rare case where the detection of the continuum can be achieved
in galaxies with delensed magnitudes of ∼27. Remarkably, this
was achieved in only 1 h of exposure. Our results, together with
those recently presented by M13, suggest that this magnified,
distant galaxy is a young (<300 Myr, ∼108 M , and Z < 0.2 Z )
and compact (0.4 kpc) object fainter than L∗ at z = 6, with a
similar amount of mass in gas and stars. We can rule out the presence of a strong AGN because of the absence of N V emission
line in the VIMOS spectra and because of the Chandra upper
limit on the X-ray luminosity (<5 × 1044 erg s−1 ).
While this paper was finalized, Boone et al. (2013) very
recently reported the detection of a submillimeter source with
APEX/LABOCA at 870 μm, which they tentatively associated
with the z ∼ 6 multiple system, or alternatively with a second interacting galaxy, or even with the SZ signal from the ICM. The
association of the submm source with the z ∼ 6 multiply imaged
galaxy remains extremely uncertain due to the poor resolution of
submm observations and to foreground contamination. The SZ
explanation or the two-source hypothesis seem more plausible,
because in the single-source scenario it would be very diﬃcult
to explain how the dust emission in the submillimeter (Av ∼ 1.5)
can be reconciled with the extremely steep UV spectral slope
derived from CLASH photometry (β ∼ −2.9, see M13) and the
prominent Lyα emission, EW  80 Å. Both features typically
indicate very low dust attenuation (Hayes et al. 2011; de Barros
et al. 2012; Atek et al. 2013; Laursen et al. 2013). Therefore, we
interpret the HST z = 6.110 source as a young and compact object with low dust content in an early phase of evolution, when
the Universe was just 1 Gyr old. High spatial-resolution submillimiter observations with ALMA will be extremely useful to
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reliably constrain the SFR and the molecular gas content in this
magnified high-z system.
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